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WHAT DO WE ACCEPT TODAY THAT WE WON’T 
ACCEPT TOMORROW?



MEWP SAFETY is The Same Worldwide

How Do YOU MEASURE Workplace Safety?

Safety is not the absence of accidents,

Safety is the presence of defenses that PREVENT accidents



PLAN & UNDERSTANDING YOUR RISK…

These activities did not result in an accident: 
ARE THEY THEREFORE SAFE?



IPAF MEWP ACCIDENT STATISTICS



A SAFE-USE PLAN 
or System of Work 
is required  

Processes in a Safe-Use Plan

MEWP Specific 
Safe-Use Plan

Risk 

Assessment

Equipment Selection

Site Access, 

Preparation & 

Maintenance

Trained

Personnel

Operator Familiarization

Site Specific 

Requirements

Trained Supervisors to 

Evaluate Operators 

Proficiency (Retraining)

Unauthorized Use

Safety of Others

Documentation

Maintenance, Inspections,

& Repair



What are the responsibilities of CM (vs 
subcontractor) regarding the NEW ANSI 
A92 Suite of Standards?

USER

OWNER

DEALER

CONTRACTUAL RESPONSIBILITIES

ASK THE EXPERT



Required 
Documentation 

Record Retention

1. Transfer of ownership

2. Frequent and annual inspections  

3. Pre-delivery preparation, service and 

repairs

4. Training and familiarization

5. The operator evaluation will be accomplished 

through visual observation, at a minimum, which 

shall be documented for retention by the user

6.Training test - results of the theory 

(classroom/online) and practical (hands-on) 

evaluations shall be documented. 

(See Appendix A‐D for examples.)

7. Person trained, MEWP classification, entity 

and person delivering training, familiarization



I've seen a couple lifts get stuck while up in 
the air mainly because the outrigger isn't 
stabilized. I know there's a manual button 
on the base of the lift to lower it but if that 
was to fail what would be the proper 
procedure for a worker emergency removal?

Machine FAMILIARIZATION

Site RISK ASSESSMENT

RESCUE PLANNING

ASK THE EXPERT



What’s WRONG with these lifts?

ASK THE EXPERT



Is it ever acceptable to use a board on the guardrail to stand on? Are there ways 
to climb the guardrails in a safe and legal way? and are there any new options to gain such 
access?

ASK THE EXPERT



What do manufacturers say about parking boom lifts when not in use? Does the 
manufacturer allow lifts to be parked with the basket in the raised position like we see 
in rental yards?

ASK THE EXPERT

The preferred procedure “Ensure boom is 
fully retracted and lowered over rear axle”

If parking a MEWP with the boom elevated 
in an effort to conserve space, booms may 
be elevated but shall not be extended. It is 
the operator’s responsibility to ensure all 
safety precautions.



Are there legal ways to exit the basket onto an upper level?

ASK THE EXPERT



My questions would stem around the selection of the lift and at what point do you need an 
“engineered lift plan”. Most new work gave us maximum loading limitations and/or slab 
capabilities but in renovation how do we handle it?

Stages of Risk Assessment

Identify the Task to be Undertaken

Select an Appropriate MEWP

Assess the Risks Associated with the Task

Identify Control Measures

Identify Safe Work Procedures

ASK THE EXPERT

SAFE USE PLAN…

c) access, preparation and

maintenance of the site, as required,

to include an assessment that the 

support surface is adequate to

support the weight of the MEWP;



I haven’t received or signed for a lift in over least 20 years but I watched them get dropped 
off monthly for 25 years! Is it mandatory for lift providers to train receiving employees on 
how to use the lift? I know when you usually sign the receipt it says “you’ve been trained 
on how to use this lift” but that usually only includes the person standing there then others 
use the lift.

ASK THE EXPERT

Familiarization: Providing the

necessary information regarding the

features, functions, devices, limitations 

and operating characteristics as

defined by the manufacturer in the

operator's manual, in order to properly 

utilize a specific model MEWP, to

include the location of the

manufacturer’s operation manuals.

All users of MEWPs shall either train 

and familiarize or ensure that personnel 

whom they authorize as operators, 

supervisors and occupants have been 

trained and familiarized 

When requested by the user, the dealer or 

owner shall offer operator training or advise the 

user where training can be obtained. When 

requested by the user, dealers and owners 

shall offer familiarization to the person 

designated to receive the MEWP 



My thoughts take me more on the pre-construction side of things, planning! I have seen 
at times lifts delivered then removed and replaced due to inability to perform function 
needed.
When requesting a lift what questions if any does the lift provider ask? (Sales guy, with 
the truck driver it’s too late)

ASK THE EXPERT



ASK THE EXPERT



Do they rent single person lifts and how does that training differ?

ASK THE EXPERT

Mini scissors and manually propelled aerials are rental items where available.  They are increasingly 

being added to manufacturers product selection.

There are a 1a  MEWP classification and require both theory and practical training. Ket variance is 

they are typically outrigger machines and setting up in the correct location is critical to avoid 

overreaching when elevated. 



Please address safe working distance from energized power lines (insulated, un-
insulated and shielded)…

ASK THE EXPERT



When do rental companies plan to eliminate mid-chains from their inventories?

ASK THE EXPERT

When a new MEWP design standard 

goes into effect, only machines 

manufactured on and after the effective 

date are required to be manufactured to 

the requirements of the new standard. All 

existing MEWPs in operation must 

remain in compliance with the 

manufacturing standard in effect the date 

they were manufactured.

As such, machines with chain guardrails 

allowed by the standard in effect at the 

time of manufacture, may remain in 

operation indefinitely 



MEWP SAFE USE PROGRAM GUIDE

www.ipaf.org/en-us/rescourse -library/developing-mewp-safe-use-program-guide

http://www.ipaf.org/en-us/rescourse%20-library/


www.ipaf.org

tony.groat@ipaf.org

THANK-YOU For Sharing your Time

SAFETY is a full-time job…

Don’t think about it part time 

http://www.ipaf.org/

